
Ethanol Content in Ontario Fuels
Although many sources proclaim that ethanol infused gasoline is better for vehicles and fully
compatible with older vehicles, that just isn't so.  In the case of our Yamaha XJs, ethanol is neither
better nor compatible.  It leads to lower power output, lesser gas mileage, clogged jets, deteriorated
fuel seals and even unexpected oxidation.  For these reasons, and perhaps others, we often seek out
gas stations which can provide ethanol-free fuel and that isn't easy without knowing what's being
provided.

In 2007, the Ontario government mandated that fuel suppliers in Ontario maintain an average of 5%
ethanol in their gasoline pool.  Some suppliers achieve that average by adding up to 10% ethanol in
their lower grade fuels and no ethanol in their premium grade fuels.  And many simply offer up to
10% ethanol in all grades but who is doing what?  It's not always apparent.  There are only few
suppliers who advertise ethanol content on each grade at their pumps.  Most just include a blanket
statement that their fuel may contain up to 10% ethanol without specifying how that applies across
their fuel grades.  And still others guard that information closely for some unknown reason.

To take the mystery out of who's providing what, I checked a lot of web sites, sent a lot of e-mails
and made a lot of phone calls.  What follows are the results of those inquiries:
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 Fuel Supplier               Octane 87 89 91 92+

Canadian Tire 10% 10% 0% N/A

Costco (Shell & rarely Esso) 10% N/A 0% N/A

Esso/Imperial (Exxon Mobil) 10% 5% 0% 10%

Husky 10% 5%   1 0%  2 10%

PetroCanada / Sunoco (Suncor) 10% 10% 10% 10%

Pioneer (Esso, Shell, Suncor, Valero/ Ultramar) 10% 10% 10% N/A

Shell 10% 5% 0% 10%

UltraMar/Valero 10% 10% 0% 10%
1 5% all across Canada EXCEPT  in London, Ontario where it's 10%

2 0% all across Canada EXCEPT  in London, Ontario where it's 10%


